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Contacts & Tools

Crimping

1. Cycle the CCT-SLE hand
tool to the open position.
Part No. 995-0002-232

2. While pressing upward on
the locator spring, insert the
contact with tails upward
completely into the locator.

3. When correctly positioned
the contact should be located
beyond flush with the edge
of the CCT-SLE and
positioned on the concave
polished split level crimp.

4. Partially cycle (usually the
first click) the hand tool assur-
ing that the upward thrusting
tails of the contact has started
engaging with the top jaw of
the tool. (There is a slight
tendency for the contact to
roll out of vertical alignment.)

5. Insert the pre-stripped
wire into the crimp area of
the contact and completely
cycle the tool.

6. While
pressing up-
ward on the
locator spring,
withdraw the
crimp termination. The result
will be a perfect termination.

1. Insert contact from rear;
an audible snap can be felt
and heard. Slight pull in the
opposite direction will confirm
complete insertion.

1. Open the CET-SLE extraction
tool and place it over the
insulation of the wire.

2. Using a straight motion
forward, insert the tool along
the wire until it bottoms
against the connector.
(Do not use a screwing
motion, damage will result.)

3. While the CET-SLE is
bottomed, simply pull the
wire/contract assembly out.

4. Remove the CET-SLE.
Extraction is complete.

Insertion

Extraction (SLE shown)

16-20 AWG Pins Sockets Crimp Strip Wire Sealing Wire Hole Extraction
Tool Length Range Filler Tool

Loose 030-2464-007 030-2480-000 112108-0007 225-0093-000 274-7068-001

030-2480-007
Hooded

.210 - .220 .095 - .130
Reel of 110238-0446 110238-0488 Automatic/ (5.33-5.99mm) (2.42-3.30mm)

4500 pcs. Semi-Automatic
Please Call

323-9519-000
110238-1016 Replacement

Hooded Tip

Crimp Inspection

1. Note that there are no
un-terminated wire strands, and
that some strand ends can be
seen at the forward edge of the
crimp. Also note the insulation is
gripped by the smaller secondary
crimp. Distortion is at a minimum,
both axially and laterally – no
sharp edges. Enlargement of
micro section allows for final
judgement of crimp quality. This
test is recommended whenever
new tools or new types of wire
are used.


